
Centerpiece Giveaway Games

If you select any of these games below your DJ will explain and run the game for your guests.  The purpose 
of some of these interactive games is to get your guests out of their chairs because they have been sitting 
for a few hours.  These games are mostly done after the Bride & Groom speech and just before the dancing 
begins.  On some occasions they can be done at the beginning of the night before grace is said and we start 
to eat.  If you have people that you want to win the centerpiece there are a few games that can be set up to 
have that person win.  These games are Early Bird Catches the Worm and Hide & Seek.

Salt & Pepper Game- This game is almost the same as “Hot Potato”.  The DJ will ask your guests to stand 
and then divide the room into half, one half is the “salt” side and the other is the “pepper” side.  One person 
at each table will grab the salt or pepper shaker and when the music starts they will pass it around the table.  
When the music stops and if you have the shaker in your hand you are asked to sit down.  The DJ will play 
music until there is one person left standing at each table.  These are your centerpiece winners but there is a 
bit of a catch.  The DJ will then tell the winners that the Bride & Groom aren’t going to make it that easy to 
win and call the winners onto the dance floor.  When the winners all get there, the DJ tells them that we are 
going to have a dance competition to win the centerpiece.  The DJ will then play a 10-15 second clip of  
“The Twist” by Chubby Checker and then we all watch as the winner have to dance.  You can also 
substitute The Twist with The Y.M.C.A, The Bird Dance, Macarena or any other participation song you 
would like.  
There is another variation of this game where one person at each table will donate a loonie or toonie and we 
use that to pass around.  The last person standing at each table wins the loonie or toonie and the person who 
gave the table the money wins the centerpiece

Closest Birthday- The guest with their birthday closest to your wedding day wins the centerpiece at each 
table.  You can also pick the couple that has their wedding anniversary closest to your wedding date.   The 
DJ will ask everyone to stand up, then the DJ will use “process of elimination” to determine the winner. 

Early Bird Catches the Worm- The person who sent back their response card at each table first, wins the 
centerpiece.   You will need to keep track of this and let the DJ know ahead of time.



Hide & Seek- Put a piece of paper with the word “winner” on it under one plate at each table, be sure to do 
the giveaway before the plates are taken away.  You can also tape a piece of paper or sticker under one 
chair at each table.  This game takes a bit of work and this is done by the Wedding Party ahead of time.

You’ve Come A Long Way Baby- The person at each table who has traveled the furthest to attend the 
Wedding wins the Centerpiece.


